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Disclaimer 

 
The advice contained in this material might not be suitable for everyone. The 
author got information from sources believed to be reliable and from 
personal experience, but does not imply nor offer any guarantee of accuracy. 
The author, publisher and distributors never give legal, accounting, medical 
or any other type of professional advice. The reader must always seek those 
services from competent professionals that can review their own particular 
circumstances. 
The author, publisher and distributors particularly disclaim any liability, loss, 
or risk taken by individuals who act on the information here. All readers 
must accept full responsibility for their use of this material. 
All pictures used in this book are for illustration only. No link or endorsement 
between the people pictured and the book, author or publisher is implied and 
should not be assumed. 
None of the pictures may be used for anything apart from this book without 
the rights holder’s prior written permission.  

 
Terms of Use 
 
No alteration by anyone to the appearance, format or content of this 
ebook is allowed.  All rights are reserved. No part of this 
book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any 
means; electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, 
without written permission from the copyright holder(s 
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About the Author 

Jason Webb started regular walking sessions just a few years ago after his 

doctor advised him to become more active. 

He thought about running but chose walking instead because of the lower 

level of physical effort required. 

Jason’s goal was to try to lose a few pounds and walking has helped him to 

do that. 

He believes that many people can benefit from his ebook where he explains 

how he fits a regular series of walks into his busy schedule, maintains his 

motivation and achieves his personal goals to be fitter. 

Jason says that walking is a better option than gym classes or other exercise 

programs for many people because it is low cost and you can adapt your 

program to changes in your personal or professional life. 

He feels that walking has also improved his general well-being, helped him to 

handle the stress in his life much better and improved his enjoyment of life, 

giving him more energy for activities with his family and friends. 

Jason explains everything you need to start walking your way to a better, 

more enjoyable future in “Walking for Fun and Better Health”. 

https://www.docshomeremedies.com/survivalplan/vsl/?hopId=73631199-81ef-426c-b571-0d57c23a9cc3
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https://biotoxnutrition.com/biotox-gold/?hopId=81429cc5-79f9-43ba-b5ac-ce4a934379aa
https://nanoease.com/tsl/?hop=tonglc&hopId=d73df256-f314-43a3-ba69-bad00292b091
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Before you take those First Steps 

Walking is recognized as a simple but powerful method which almost anyone 

can use to improve their general health. 

It does not require that you spend much money or that you must make any 

major adjustments to your daily schedule. 

You don't need to sign up for expensive courses or invest in special 

equipment. 

You must keep in mind your current level of physical ability and any medical 

conditions you have when deciding how much walking you should aim to do 

and where you will walk. 

Consult Your Doctor 

Before you start a walking program or any other type of exercise or sport, 

you should consult your doctor and have a thorough medical examination. 

This is good advice for everyone. 

But, it is particularly important if you: 

▪ Have any history of heart trouble. 

▪ Suffer from high blood pressure. 

▪ Have had pains in your chest. 

▪ Have any episodes of dizziness or have fainted. 

▪ Have any form of diabetes. 

▪ Have any significant medical condition. 

▪ Have had surgery. 

▪ May be pregnant. 

▪ Are above the age of 55. 

▪ Are overweight, even if you are not obese. 

▪ Have not been doing any regular exercise. 

https://prostastream.com/text?hopId=3ec6dc8e-2cec-406a-8c26-e6af8af6eeed&hop=tonglc&
https://mind-sync.com/indexa.html?hopId=a559cf63-ed02-41ea-9d2d-3a4b3ccc4634
https://yoga-burn.net/
https://www.healingbackyard.com/tsl/index.php?hopId=d502e1fc-fdde-4a48-8384-ab6b3de5ac95
https://getcardioshield.com/?hopId=fbc968d8-3963-446b-b89a-d5af0bfa5459
https://cb.getarcticblast.com/go/lander.php?hop=tonglc&hopId=c5c7c2d0-fb3a-4f0e-ba37-9de40a4137b2
https://diabetessmarts.com/written/
https://www.pregnancymiracle.com/video2019/Pregnancy-Infertility-Video-2020.php?hop=tonglc&hopId=bebbc21a-e670-4829-9bbd-20fd301edbd6
https://cellubrate.org/cb/science/?hopId=d4b2206e-6e33-4039-9087-0b70a8fe5069
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Some medical conditions are not obvious to many people until they are fairly 

advanced. They may not even be picked up during examinations by your 

doctor during a casual consultation. 

But, if you tell them that you intend to start an exercise program, your 

doctor can check all factors which might affect your ability to do that safely. 

Set Your Goals 

People take up walking or other forms of exercise for a variety of reasons. 

They include weight reduction, improved fitness and improving your ability to 

deal with your medical symptoms such as blood pressure. 

Set goals for your walking program in line with the advice you got from your 

doctor. 

The biggest hurdles to achieving your goals are likely to be: 

Trying to achieve too much in too short a time frame. Some people under 

estimate the time it will take until they are fit enough to reach their targets. 

Many walkers get benefits which they had not thought about as they 

progress with their programs. 

https://isovereignty.co/?hop=tonglc&hopId=220d86bf-35df-426d-820b-c5ce15d63e50
https://yogafatlossflow.com/shapeshifter-yoga/?hop=tonglc&hopId=afd20876-1b81-45da-b17c-d8780172d724
https://15minuteweightloss.com/text/index.php
https://blueheronhealthnews.com/health/blood-pressure-exercises-vsl-cb/?utm_source=clickbank&utm_medium=affilate&utm_campaign=tonglc&utm_content=bloodpress&cba=cb
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Warm Up before You Step Out 

Giving your body some warming up exercises is vital to prepare yourself for 

the effort of your walking session. 

It also is very important because it will reduce the risk of injury during the 

actual walking. 

Your warm up will encourage your body to channel more blood to the 

muscles so they are better able to handle the extra demands which you put 

on them. 

Your warm up should be at least five minutes long, even if you are just going 

for a short walk. 

You need to do enough gentle exercise to raise your body temperature. Your 

body will work better when it is warm. 

After a day spent mostly in their office chair, some walkers do some gentle 

stretches. Don’t overdo stretches or any other sort of exercise. One friend 

said that he laid on the carpeted floor or a firm couch for five minutes with 

his feet slightly higher than his hips. 

He says that this encourages better blood circulation in his legs. 

I know that all office workers should do some brisk walking about every half 

hour during the working day to reduce the chance of blood pooling in the 

lower half of their legs which can lead to serious circulation problems. 

Cooling Down 

It is also very important to taper off your level of activity at the end of each 

session so that your body adjusts back to normal. 

Suddenly switching from brisk walking to a session in front of the TV can 

reduce the benefits you got from your session. 

https://www.metabolicstretching.net/?hop=tonglc&hopId=fbc4c812-00f2-465c-bc41-cc5a6c75550a
https://tryamiclear.com/c/order-now.php?hop=tonglc&hopId=dc3e1a3e-d75c-4083-94a2-1618b0b30a15
https://abundanceairway.com/vsl/index_test.php?token=h9WotaJeboppjECrEz13&hopId=ae075e29-d673-4841-ab7c-0dba9646d63e
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Step This Way 

Start Walking 

We all know how to walk, don’t we? After all, we have done lots of it every 

day since a very early age. 

We know the basics but, unfortunately, most of us have developed some bad 

habits which reduce the possible benefits we can get if we don’t adjust our 

style. 

Since we will, after a while, be putting more effort into each step we take, we 

could risk doing some damage to our feet and legs if we don’t learn how to 

use them better. 

This is the way I was taught when I started to walk for exercise. There are 

various systems and I cannot claim this simple method is the best for 

everybody. 

But, it works for me. 

 

Posture is Important 

You probably were told early in your life that good posture is important. Start 

by standing straight. Imagine that there is a cord attached to your hair in the 

center of your head (Follicle challenged people: Please just pretend along 

with the rest of us!). 

Pretend that the cord is attached to something out of sight above us. 

Imagine that your feet remain flat on the ground as the cord is pulled gently 

upward so that our back becomes as straight as possible. 

Keep looking straight forward. 

Relax your shoulders and your legs but don’t bend your legs or your back. 

Gently pull in your stomach. 

Putting your Arms to Work 

You can add to the effectiveness of your walking with an appropriate, well 

controlled arm motion. 

Bring your forearms up to be parallel with the ground. 

https://nervolink.com/?hopId=18201150-423c-4881-9df5-9c66f8c54cfc&hop=tonglc&
https://www.forwardheadposturefix.com/?hop=tonglc&hopId=5821c7a7-395b-472e-95c5-146b88d810cf
https://getkeravitapro101.com/presentation?hop=tonglc
https://blueheronhealthnews.com/health/the-vertigo-and-dizziness-program-cb/?utm_source=clickbank&utm_medium=affilate&utm_campaign=tonglc&utm_content=vertigodiz&cba=cb
https://synogut101.com/?hopId=1f10d1b7-d2d3-4ac9-b4b9-1baadcef8e71&hop=tonglc&
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Keep your hands loosely curled but don’t clench them into fists. 

Keep your elbows close to your body as you swing your arms forward and 

back. Many people tend to point their elbows to the side which gives the 

impression they are imitating a chicken trying to fly. This will also reduce the 

effectiveness of the arm motion. 

Swing your left arm forward as your right leg moves forward. 

Don’t swing your arms too far forward or too high. That will not give you any 

extra power. Your forward hand should only be raised up to the level of your 

breast bone. 

Swing your arms straight forward and back. Some people tend to swing their 

arms across their bodies. This sort of motion really is wasted effort. 

When you first start moving your arms like this as you walk, you may feel 

tired more quickly because you are expending more energy. Don’t force 

yourself. Just use the arm movements for, say, five or ten minutes and 

increase the time as your body adjusts to it. 

You are ready to start but, first, I’ll make some suggestions about two things 

we all take for granted and which many of us do not do as efficiently as we 

could. 

Make Each Step the Same 

When you lift your foot and push it forward, make sure that the heel is the 

first part to touch the ground. 

Your body moves forward, supported by the forward leg. 

Push from your toes of the front leg as you bring the other leg forward from 

behind. 

Your foot will roll forward from when the heel touches the surface until the 

spread toes power your next step forward. 

If your shoes are stiff, you will not get the correct rolling motion. 

Repeat …. Repeat …. etc. 

https://nervolink.com/?hopId=d847ebcd-cd95-48c6-80b6-996f53142e05&hop=tonglc&
https://blueheronhealthnews.com/health/the-bone-density-solution-cb/?utm_source=clickbank&utm_medium=affilate&utm_campaign=tonglc&utm_content=4bone&cba=cb
https://trywisdomnutrition.com/?hopId=f1eb2f31-3daa-418d-9974-af6a81940aaa
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You will find that your body is most comfortable with a certain stride length. 

Stretching your forward leg to make each stride longer won’t produce better 

results. It could increase the risk of injury. 

If you want to increase your speed (remember that’s not the most important 

factor), take more, shorter steps in the same time rather than trying to 

extend the length of your average stride. 

The leg at the back provides the power for your stride, the front leg supports 

your body. 

Start each session with a few minutes easy walking to help your body adjust 

before you make greater demands on it. 

It’s a good idea to have a similar period of lower impact walking to end each 

session so that your body can start to cool down from the major effort you 

have been putting in. 

Keep Your First Sessions Short 

If you have not been exercising for a period before you start to do your 

walking exercises, it is usually recommended that you begin with walks of no 

more than ten minutes. 

This may seem over cautious but you need to let your body adjust to the new 

demands you put on it. 

There is a significant risk of injury when people go full tilt at whatever sort of 

exercise program they decide to try without giving their body enough time to 

safely adapt to it in easy stages. 

Stick with the same length walks for at least five sessions before adding five 

minutes to them. If you are fairly fit and your doctor has not raised any 

concerns, you might increase the length of your sessions by ten minutes at a 

time. 

You can also increase the potential benefit of each session by walking at a 

faster, but still comfortable pace, or by walking through areas which include 

some hills. 

https://prostastream.com/text?hopId=44b15081-ffbf-4e96-9ba4-4bda197482ec&hop=tonglc&
https://www.guthealthsolution.com/re-vsl/?hop=tonglc
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But, in the early stages, making your session a little bit longer is better than 

either of these other possibilities. 

Taking your time when you are just in the early stages of your walking 

program improves your chances of reaching your health and other goals 

without any problems. 

Remember, it’s not a race but a journey. Enjoy the journey and you will be 

more likely to keep your motivation high. 

https://foodhealthandyou.com/written.php?hopId=7609f51e-ccc8-42e8-aca6-cf9e2d322e8e
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Equipment 

Compared to the benefits you can get from a regular program of walking, the 

amount you need to spend on your equipment is fairly low. 

There is little which you require which you will not already have except 

perhaps for suitable reliable and supportive shoes. 

The only other essentials are a hat, light, and comfortable clothing. 

Many people don’t realize the importance of their feet to their overall health. 

Your feet support your whole body and are subject to shock at every step 

you take. They are like the foundations on your house. 

Any problems there can cause problems right through the whole structure of 

your body. 

So, choosing the right shoes for your walking is a critical factor in how 

successful your program will be. 

But, that is also true for our regular footwear. Many people will buy 

expensive and fashionable clothes and then cramp their feet into ill fitting 

shoes in the name of fashion. 

Others will buy cheap shoes that do not give their feet any support and little 

protection. 

This is false economy and can also have serious long term effects on your 

general health. 

Shoes 

I will recommend that you spend the money to get a couple of pairs of good 

walking shoes. Without good shoes, the time and effort which you invest in 

your walking program could be largely wasted. 

Poor quality shoes that lack support and are badly fitted could actually 

damage your feet! 

https://healthyselfhealing.com/?hopId=574d956c-79ba-4e67-bea9-6333a3dbc535
https://amazingself.com/?hop=tonglc
https://blueheronhealthnews.com/health/my-hypothyroidism-vsl-cb/?utm_source=clickbank&utm_medium=affilate&utm_campaign=tonglc&utm_content=4thyroid&cba=cb
https://recessionprofitsecrets.com/main-fe-vsl-c-b?hopId=148562a2-f7f4-4106-aabb-177b8d210887
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Some important factors in selecting the right shoe for you include: 

Timing: Always try on new shoes in the afternoon when your feet have had 

some work throughout the day. They will be slightly larger than they are 

early in the morning after a night of rest. 

Take a new pair of the same socks you wear for your walking exercise with 

you when you try on shoes. 

Good fit: Poorly fitting shoes will cause blisters and other problems. 

Sometimes, these afflictions lead to the development of more serious foot 

related problems. 

Get a print of each of your feet by dipping them in a bowl of water and then 

stepping on to a sheet of cardboard. 

This will show you the type of arch you have and also let you compare your 

feet to each other. 

Your feet may be different sizes. This surprises many people but is not 

uncommon. If this applies to you, always choose shoes that are comfortable 

on your larger foot. 

Shoes should not be too tight. 

It used to be accepted that you would have to put up with some stiffness and 

possible discomfort in your shoes until you “wore them in”. With the 

advances in technology, you should be able to buy shoes that are 

comfortable and supportive when you first use them. 

Room for your foot to expand: Your feet, especially your toes, need space 

in the shoes to expand when absorbing the impact from each step. 

There should be enough space to fit your little finger beside your toes when 

you are standing in your shoes. If the toe box of your shoes is too narrow, 

you will have problems over time. 

Your walking shoes will probably be at least a size larger than your other 

shoes. 

Stand up when you tie your shoes. Do not tie them too tightly as you could 

cause damage the delicate parts of the top of the foot. 

https://morningcoffeeritual.com/welcome?hop=tonglc
https://www.theneuropathysolution.com/?hop=tonglc&hopId=905fffe5-9fc3-4619-8327-8e78f8a31635
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Always walk around in shoes you are thinking of buying. You will not get an 

accurate idea of the comfort and support they can provide to you from just 

slipping them on unless you move about in them. 

Most shoes will have a layer of gel or other material between the innersole 

and the bottom of the shoe to help absorb shock. You should examine this 

area of your walking shoes from time to time to check that it has not 

compacted to a point where it no longer provides that shock absorption for 

your foot. 

Design: Look for walking shoes where the sole under the heel is about the 

same height as the sole under the front part of the foot. 

Many walking shoes have a notch at the back of the shoe to reduce the 

chance that the shoe will rub on and irritate your achilles tendon. 

Some are cut higher at the back of the foot to help protect the ankle and 

provide a more snug fit. 

Some on the sole of the shoe are probably just for decoration but the 

manufacturers say the grooves they put on the sole are carefully placed to 

improve traction between your shoes and the surface which you are walking 

over though I think some might just be for decoration. 

Removable inner soles can be removed for cleaning or replacement. This can 

extend the life of the shoes and reduce the chance that they will start to 

smell. 

Flexibility: Walking shoes are more flexible than running shoes made for 

runners because of the different demands they place on their feet. 

Appropriate materials: You need to always wear shoes which are produced 

from materials which support your feet and let them breathe. The 

manufacturer may change materials for a particular shoe over time so always 

check any new pair thoroughly when considering buying them. 

An appropriate arch support: Your foot prints will show you what sort of 

arch you have. 

https://imchecklist.org/cb/?hop=tonglc
https://ultimatecleaningbusiness.com/?hop=tonglc
https://www.keystocertainty.com/sales-page1667378506097?hopId=ca17b560-940b-403a-96cc-9d704e242cfd
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A high arch will be shown by a large blank area between the print of your 

heel and the ball of your foot. You will benefit from a shoe which offers plenty 

of shock absorbing material because your feet will not be able to absorb as 

much as people with the other types of arches. 

A normal arch will show as a smaller but distinct gap between the prints left 

by your heel and the ball of your foot. 

Flat feet will leave a print where there is no blank area between the print of 

your heel and the ball of your foot. This condition may leave you more likely 

to have problems in your muscles and your joints. 

When you find a pair of shoes which fit your criteria and price range, I 

suggest that you buy another pair at the same time. 

Shoe companies change their styles and designs frequently to encourage 

more sales and it can be very frustrating to find that your favorite type of 

shoe is no longer available or that some changes have been made in their 

composition which affect their usefulness for you. 

Try on the second pair of shoes before buying them as there can be minor 

variations between the two pairs of shoes. 

Having two pairs of shoes which you are very happy with lets you alternate 

their use. This gives each pair more time to recover from each day’s session 

and may extend their useful life. 

Many walkers stick with their favorite pair of shoes for longer than is wise. It 

is time to replace your current walking shoes when there are visible signs of 

wear on the shoes or when you can feel that the shock absorbing material in 

the shoes has been compressed and no longer can absorb the shock and 

expand back to its original shape. 

Replacing your shoes in a timely manner will reduce the risk of developing 

foot problems. 

Socks 

Avoid the temptation to save money by buying cheap socks. 

https://www.themusclemaximizer.com/fb/
https://yourcollagensource.com/cb/?hopId=9a834788-0454-4da5-a033-e3ddde46192f
http://dreamlifefreedom.com/go?hop=tonglc&hopId=6e0a322f-5064-4e94-af0e-ebdfbc6b309e
https://wealthprismletter.com/?hopId=31f958d5-891a-423a-95cc-0a76447f0f00
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The socks you wear are the first level of protection for your feet. Badly fitting 

or rough socks can cause or increase the severity of problems like blisters 

and infections. 

Look for socks designed for walking. 

Avoid socks with bumpy seams that will chafe your feet when you exert some 

pressure. 

You need socks which will help to remove sweat from contact with your feet. 

They are more expensive but the comfort and reduced risk of problems is 

worth the cost. 

Clothing 

Avoid heavy clothing for your walking sessions. 

The best method to remain comfortable and protected from extremes of 

weather is to think in layers rather than bulk. 

The layer closest to your skin should fit more closely than the outer layer. 

This layer should not be any fabric which holds moisture. You want it to take 

the moisture away from your body. 

The outer layer of clothing can be more loose. The air between the two layers 

will provide your body with some insulation. 

A long sleeved shirt, light sweater, and light, waterproof jacket will probably 

keep your upper body comfortable. 

If possible, ensure that your rainproof jacket has vents so that air can 

circulate to the inner layers of clothing. This will help you to keep more 

comfortable. 

If you expect to walk fast or far enough to develop a sweat, look for shirts 

made of materials which take the moisture away from your body. 

Track pants, other long pants or shorts are all suitable. You shouldn’t wear 

cotton or denim or anything that is heavy or stiff. 

https://www.yeastinfectionnomore.com/video2019/Yeast-Candida-Video.php?hop=tonglc&hopId=6aaebd9e-f15d-4bc0-b75f-542bd83d3171
https://www.sweatmiracle.com/Sweat-Hyperhidrosis-Video-2019.php?hopId=8095fc3c-ac31-46f9-8774-d89f2ba0e132
https://wholesaledesignerhandbags.com/?hop=tonglc
https://hydrossential.com/text.php?hopId=a6fb02f8-d86c-412e-b3e3-3e5a69ccfe83&hop=tonglc&
https://www.healthyandnaturalworld.com/Ebooks/TheDetoxGuide/index.html?hopId=c4d3ab52-85d8-4990-aa35-3011278e5194
https://dermaprimeplus.com/?hopId=1165588d-98e5-4f8a-bd2b-22849972ea7f&hop=tonglc&
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Accessories 

Always wear a hat or cap rather than a visor. A visor will not offer any 

protection to the top or back of your head. Most caps will not protect the 

back of your head. Your hat or cap needs to have some means of ventilation 

so that the top of your head does not get too hot. 

Always use sunscreen, even if your clothes cover all your body. Some 

materials do not provide UV protection. Re-apply sunscreen every few hours 

or after washing. 

Get a good pair of sunglasses to protect your eyes from the effects of the 

sun’s UV rays. Your glasses should be shatter resistant and fit snugly onto 

your nose so there is little risk of them falling off. 

Get a good bag to attach to your belt for your keys and other necessities. 

I think that you should leave the MP3 player or any other kind of headset at 

home. They are a safety risk because you will not be as aware of what is 

happening around you. That might be an angry animal or a poorly controlled 

vehicle. 

Using headphones really does shut us off from our surroundings. An extreme 

example was reported just a couple of days before I wrote this. A jogger on a 

beach was stuck and killed by a crashing light plane because he did not hear 

its approach over the sound from his stereo player. 

That was exceptional, but I have heard of several incidents and near misses 

when walkers and runners were absorbed in the music from their stereo so 

they did not hear or respond to the rapid approach of cyclists, skateboarders 

and other rapidly moving hazards. 

These players take away what has, for me, become one of the highlights of 

the walker’s experience; enjoying the natural beauty which we often overlook 

when we drive past it and interacting with other people that we meet on our 

walks. 

https://visionbreakthrough.com/?hop=tonglc&hopId=d0f51e7b-6aab-405b-8be7-206cd27bf567
https://www.kingdomofpets.com/
https://www.vincheckup.com/cb/?hopId=0a7a1f7a-e661-403c-aeef-6afb0222c7e4
https://go.cellularsoundtuning.com/cstindex59518175?hop=tonglc
https://ecad1du7kihtcl7716r9dim6k0.hop.clickbank.net/
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Travel light, don’t try to fill every pocket in your bag. Always ask yourself, 

“Do I really need it?” before adding another item to the load you hook to 

your waist. 

Carry water with you, especially if you are walking for a half hour or longer, 

to ensure you have a clean, safe supply. Don’t have energy drinks instead of 

water. 

Gloves and a thick cap are advisable if you walk in very cold conditions. 

That’s when your system draws blood from your limbs and the top of your 

head as part of its defense against the cold. 

https://www.curse-removal.com/vsl?hopId=f9d4e4d6-5b9c-47e2-9cab-566c6380fdf6
https://gluconite.com/?hopId=5ac127b1-f626-4389-b386-92b4438fafab
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Walking is for Young and Old 

You can start a walking program to help improve your general health and 

well-being at any age. 

Just make sure that you have a thorough check-up by your Doctor before 

you start your walking program. 

Another important factor for your general health is the proper circulation of 

blood around your body. Walking can help with that too. 

Walking your children to school is good for everyone involved. I think that 

little bit of exercise can help prepare them for the lessons that day. It can 

also, of course, help to energize your body so that you are more ready for 

the work you have to perform. 

But, it also encourages your children to be active rather than passive. 

A walking session will assist your physical health but it also may help to 

reduce your stress and gently exercise your heart. 

Don’t look at your walking as a race. Make time to really look at and enjoy 

your surroundings. 

https://bloodsugarberry.com/cb/?hop=tonglc&hopId=d865f5de-a36e-40bc-9f2d-e5397c02fffb
https://homeschoolcpa.com/
Lose%20Weight%20-%206%20Week%20Body%20Makeover
https://pf.childrenlearningreading.com/phonics-foundations?hopId=953f3136-b640-45fd-950a-dc055eecc8ca
https://29dayflatstomachformula.com/
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It’s important to remember that these reports are about work that is in 

progress. Some of the findings may be discounted or even discarded after 

further investigation. 

Health Research Reveals the Benefits of Walking 

I am not a health professional and my opinions are based on my experience 

along with feedback from other walkers and the wide range of material which 

I’ve read that was based on quality research. 
 

One prestigious group reported that regular walking may help to improve the 

level of good (high-density lipoprotein) cholesterol and even reduce the 

amount of bad (low-density lipoprotein) cholesterol. 

Other claims are that walking on a regular basis can help with: 

✓ Managing blood pressure 

✓ Those people at risk, or suffering from, type 2 diabetes 

✓ Weight management 

Many people believe that walking can provide some of the benefits which 

runners get if you can maintain a rate that safely raises your heart rate. 

Slow walking has some benefits but most come from walking faster than the 

pace which most of us are used to in our daily activities. 

There is some research which strongly suggests that walking is likely to help 

you relax and may improve your ability to handle mental pressure because 

the aerobic exercise is said to pump more blood to the brain. 

https://diabetesreversed.com/ptn/cb/1?hopId=494cd7ce-2b22-4979-8081-0d7539491a48
https://www.duotrim.com/?hopId=73278caa-fa1d-430f-a220-c0aa6872476e
https://www.bubsnaturals.com/acvlp?hopId=9f9b5828-5a6f-44b1-9472-a931f33e1c8a
https://www.neurodrine.com/?hopId=1f3d847f-4c72-489b-8c84-4624b1e18fd1
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Frequently Asked Questions and Simple Answers 

I have tried to give enough detail about as many factors which might affect 

the enjoyment and effectiveness of your walking program in this book. 

This section is for some points which I had not covered in the other chapters. 

 

Should I drink plenty of water when I walk? 

It’s important to keep your body supplied with water at all times, not just 

when you are exercising. 

When you are exercising, you may need to increase the amount of water 

which you drink to ensure that you replace the amount which you lose 

through the extra sweat which you produce. 

Adjust your intake according to the demands of your body. 

If the weather is very warm, you could fill half of your water bottle and then 

freeze it. 

When you are preparing for your walking session, top up the bottle with 

regular water. 

By the time you are ready for your first drink, the water will be cooled and 

the melting ice will replace the water that you drink. 

Could I drink too much water? 

But, there is evidence that some people have suffered serious effects from 

taking on too much water. 

This is my understanding, as a lay person, of the reason for the problem: 

If you drink more water than your kidneys can process comfortably, or if you 

do not expel it as sweat or urine when your body needs to, your blood may 

be diluted and the level of salt in the blood is less than the concentration in 

the cells of the body. 

The water moves into the cells, including those in the brain. When the brain 

swells, it is put under intense pressure because it is enclosed in a protective 

bone box. 

This can seriously affect the operation of important body functions. 

https://1d851lyin9lqcy50ohy7m8x85f.hop.clickbank.net/
https://www.waterfreedomsystem.com/index_cb_v2_faq_short.html?hopId=3164adb9-accf-415b-9fcf-0f369260486e&hop=tonglc&
https://www.bvnomore.com/Bacterial-Vaginosis-Video.php?hop=tonglc&hopId=6f76b482-9776-4e7c-8d96-cba10ae2bafc
https://well.kidneycoach.com/?hopId=46252a80-f918-4f52-ae5c-4962dff2ca2b
https://blueheronhealthnews.com/health/blood-pressure-exercises-vsl-cb/?utm_source=clickbank&utm_medium=affilate&utm_campaign=tonglc&utm_content=bloodpress&cba=cb
https://startpoorfinishrich.com/sp/click-bank/?hopId=3b81ccbf-92d4-4405-87e6-793ca98b48c6
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There have been some cases where runners have died because of the effects 

of drinking too much water. 

See http://www.news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/6263029.stm for a more 

detailed explanation. 

Should female walkers wear a sports bra? 

Many believe that because walking is a relatively low impact activity, then 

there is no need for the cost of a special bra. 

Your doctor will probably advise you to get a professionally fitted sports bra 

because studies showed that even brisk walking could cause damage to the 

supporting ligaments over time. 

When should I walk for exercise? 

There is no ideal time for your walking sessions. 

One of the features of walking as you maintain some form of regular exercise 

is that most people will find it fairly easy to fit a productive session into their 

day even if their scheduled session has to be dropped because of other 

demands on their time. 

Let’s compare the appeal of the various options. 

Lunch time: When you are working, a lunchtime walk can help you mentally 

shift from the concerns and pressures you have in your job. This can have 

positive benefits for your health and improve your ability to handle your work 

and the stresses involved. 

A brisk walk before your lunch can improve your appetite. You should also 

make sure that you do some walking every half hour or so if you have a job 

where you are sitting for most of the day. 

It is believed by some to improve the rate of your blood circulation. 

If you do your walk with a work colleague or friendly neighbor, you can get 

some social stimulation which tends to clear your mind of the concerns in 

your work or your home for a while. 

http://www.news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/6263029.stm
https://go.smoothiediet.com/?hopId=cb46dade-762f-4962-9cb1-c8ee5a1ef5f5&
https://www.anxietyfreedomtoday.com/?hopId=9eb9e5a0-3a19-49ee-9985-395dfd568ab2
https://www.prepareforajob.com/ATS-resume-templates.html?hopId=8ad5d7ac-96c4-41f5-9ca7-ace075c5d2b2
https://getglucotrust.com/?hopId=b9cde553-e929-476c-baaa-1b0fad63a3d1&hop=tonglc&
https://aiahypnosis.com/
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Your time to walk is limited, so you probably won’t get as much benefit as 

you would from a longer session, but the time restriction will encourage you 

to keep up as brisk a pace as is comfortable to you and whoever is with you. 

So, you will get the maximum possible benefit from the time and effort you 

put in. 

Morning: You may find it easier to find the time for your walking session 

because most people can get up a little earlier more easily than they can 

shift their regular commitments at other times of the day to fit in some 

walking. 

An early morning session will boost your body’s readiness to handle the 

demands through the rest of your day, starting with your commuting. 

You will be more ready to start right into your work when you arrive without 

having to build up to it. 

In many areas, there is less air pollution from cars or industry in the early 

morning. 

Late afternoon and evening: Your muscles will probably need less warm up 

because of the work you have already done. But, don’t skimp on your warm 

up as you will probably be using some muscles which have had little to do 

through the day. Never omit your warm up completely. 

A good exercise session will form a natural and welcome break to get your 

mind away from the stresses in your earlier activities. 

These sessions will hone your appetite for the evening meal. 

You will feel more relaxed because you don’t have to limit your session to fit 

in with later business or other commitments that day. 

Are sports drinks better than water? 

Water is probably the best drink in many circumstances. 

But, when you are exerting yourself for some time, a sports drink can help 

you with replacing materials which are not present in sufficient levels in plain 

water. 

https://morningritualmastery.com/join-mrm?hop=tonglc
https://www.unlockmyglutes.com/?hop=tonglc&hopId=2be49168-9dbd-4ef9-839a-1cf66669f36b
https://howtolucid.com/unlock-your-mind/?hopId=4e1f3422-d441-496e-8602-e6e929c77313
https://www.themindcoachman.com.au/?hopId=0281121e-205a-445a-94a8-906ff8d96dca
https://offer.metaboliccooking.com/home31212303?hopId=90a8f19e-4699-4276-aa76-e9a23a41c8ef
https://www.sitesell.com/
https://www.megadroughtusa.org/?hopId=8e41cf12-af15-4fb6-b957-990a065eeae7
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Be aware that sports drinks usually contain some sodium and you should 

include that amount in your calculations if you are watching the amount of 

sodium you consume each day. 

If you cannot find a sports drink which you like, try adding some fruit juice to 

your water. 

https://metabo-fix.com/index.php
https://go.smoothiediet.com/?hopId=906d67f9-a86b-4842-a2dd-c0a04369d0ef&
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Gadgets to Help Your Walking Sessions 

Can wrist and ankle weights improve your results? 

Some people use wrist or ankle weights to add resistance when they do their 

walking sessions.They may be effective when you just use these aids in a 

series of exercises that have been designed for strengthening your arms or 

legs. 

These may have some value for people that already have a good level of 

general fitness. 

But, people that have a low level of fitness or health problems should 

probably avoid their use. 

That is because using them while you are walking is likely to add to the 

pressure on your arms and legs and may increase the likelihood of damage 

to tendons, joints or other parts. 

The weights will slow down the rate at which you walk and this could reduce 

the beneficial effects of the whole session. 

What are Pelleres™? 

Pelleres™ from http://pelleres.com/ are claimed to be an advance on 

regular arms weights. They are 

“weighted arm sleeves that wrap 

around the forearm and are 

scientifically designed to increase 

the power and strength of an 

athlete when used during 

exercise. By adding weight to the forearms Pelleres™ strengthens not only 

the muscular structure of the upper body but engages the core which 

improves the propulsion of large muscle groups like the quads, glutes and 

hamstrings. This in turn creates greater power for an athlete and enhances 

overall performance. 

The suppliers claim significant advantages over the traditional weights. They 

say that these sleeves could be useful even for people that are not athletes 

https://www.vegansmoothierecipes.com/?hopId=ebe5545d-51c4-4ac9-92b0-5769a861d2b1
https://muscleimbalancesrevealed.com/
https://jointgenesis.com/cb/
https://metabo-fix.com/index.php
http://pelleres.com/
https://flatbellyshake.com/discovery?hopId=e36d03c0-9c9b-48e2-8132-2e66fb68cc28
https://weightlossstrategies.quackbuilder.com/weightlossstrategiesclickbank?hopId=6b6e6689-9c8c-4ca6-b68d-0d2b3c5ede80
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but want to improve fitness and/or lose weight. They recommend that they 

only be used under the supervision of a qualified instructor and after 

consultation with your Doctor. 

Walking Poles 

Some walkers need the extra support and stability 

offered by using one or two poles to be able to do any 

walking exercise. 

But, many relatively fit walkers also use poles and not 

just when the surface they are walking over is loose or if 

they need to cross some water. 

Another advantage is that a pole can be used for 

checking whether soft ground will support your weight, 

pushing aside small obstructions with less risk of cutting 

your hands or being stung or bitten by any creature that might be disturbed 

and providing some defense if you are attacked by an unfriendly person or 

animal you encounter during your walk. 

The use of poles has become so popular that some companies have produced 

specially designed, lighter weight poles for walkers as well as the trekking 

poles which are intended for use when hiking through rugged bush areas. 

You should consider the purchase of a set of poles if you are intending to 

walk long distances or in rural areas. But, you can use your poles anywhere, 

even on the streets around your home as long as you don’t mind being 

stared and comments about, “Where’s the snow?” 

Some experienced walkers say that using poles may relieve pressure on their 

joints and reduce the risk of other injuries as well as providing extra support. 

When you use poles, you exercise your arms and upper body. 

This is a great addition to the exercise your legs get from the walking. Also, 

the poles can take a little off the load away from your lower back and hips. 

You need to get poles which suit your particular height. 

https://forbiddenfitnesssecrets.com/?hop=tonglc&hopId=7ff0088e-a32c-4159-bc5f-173f5e4daeb5
https://alpilean.com/discover/?hop=tonglc&hopId=d4d3547b-0d04-4170-9dd2-358a4244cbfe
https://eatthefatoff.com/
https://burrsblades.com/health/?hopId=605416e5-2b70-4981-9b0d-b55b89e40e82
https://www.reallifedefense.com/?hop=tonglc&hopId=6b3c64c2-6700-4c67-9679-639f6f1d6b1e
https://www.vegansmoothierecipes.com/?hopId=ebe5545d-51c4-4ac9-92b0-5769a861d2b1
https://abundantmind.com/?hopId=81610b37-34ad-4981-a7b5-0035abb2954c
https://go.prospercbd.com/sales-page-54508935165211930310200?hopId=8cd47d28-74cf-45a4-be57-b9572fa0082e
https://www.4cyclefatloss.com/special/4cs-bundle-sep.php?utm_ad=&utm_placement=&utm_medium=
https://hyperbolicstretching.com/getflexible/?hopId=22160973-aff0-4aa2-a4cb-beb4a2a0d4a7
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You may get single piece or collapsible poles which can be packed into a 

small bag for traveling. The one piece poles are generally stronger and more 

durable but many people have found the folding or telescopic poles better for 

their particular needs. Prices, features and accessories vary so be sure to 

look around before deciding on which type of pole you might buy. 

Some poles are provided with rubber tips which can be 

removed when the type of surface you are walking over 

changes from asphalt to grass or dirt. You can expect to 

have to buy replacement rubber tips from time to time. They 

will wear more quickly in certain spots due to your particular 

walking style. 

Other poles have a plate on the end which contacts the 

ground set at an appropriate angle. 

Walking poles may have a half glove and many are set at a particular angle 

which the manufacturer believes is the best to minimize stress on your 

wrists. 

Setting Up Your Poles: I recommend that you use a set of two poles rather 

than one. 

Make sure that you poles are exactly the same length. 

Various people have different ideas about how long the poles you use should 

be compared to your own height. I think that you should be able to hold the 

tips of the poles against the surface when your arms are straight out parallel 

with the surface you are walking over. 

Using Your Poles: Unless you really need them as a support, it is best to 

only use your poles as an addition to your exercise. 

When you put the tip of the pole on the ground, press it against or into the 

surface. This gives your arms and shoulders a little bit of a work out which 

will, over time, add to the positive effects of your walking program. 

https://www.neurovector.com/index.html?hop=tonglc%20https://lite-
https://www.pilates-back-joint-exercise.com/pilates-ebook.html?hopId=5b12ce99-8117-4f2c-8657-56b643537b04
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If you just tap the tip of the pole on the ground at each step, you will miss 

out on that extra benefit and only get a bit of extra support for your walking. 

This will reduce your total calories burned. 

When you use poles, you put one pole ahead of you at the same time as you 

push off from the opposite foot at the back of you. 

Use the grips, which may be half gloves or simple straps, so that you don’t 

have to apply as much pressure with your hands. Squeezing hard on the 

poles will not improve your results and could encourage the development of 

blisters over time. 

Always clean and dry your poles after use so that they continue to give you 

good service. 

Pedometers can Help You 

A pedometer is a device which you can use to count the steps which you take 

over a particular period. 

The devices register each impact of either foot on the ground as a step. 

They vary from simple step counters to devices which have more advanced 

functions. They may have a stop watch function so you can see how long it 

has taken you to cover the distance. 

Some can then transfer the information to your computer. If that is 

important to you, check that the supplied computer program will work with 

the type of computer which you have. 

Some also are able to calculate and record estimates of the distance you 

have walked. The accuracy of the measurement depends on the steps all 

being of about the same length. Many pedometers even calculate the 

approximate number of calories which you expended during the walking 

session. 

According to the manufacturer’s information, some can work equally well 

whether they are clipped to your waistband, suspended on a lanyard around 

your neck or even slipped in your pocket! 

https://spiritualsticks.com/vsl/index_ctrl.php?hopId=f58f6684-ab8b-46e2-ba07-fc0b7d752156
https://computerrepairebook.com/?hop=tonglc
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If your pedometer calculates the distance which you walk, you need to get a 

good estimate of the average length of your steps when you are walking for 

exercise before using it. 

Find a flat area where you can put a couple of marks on the ground without 

upsetting anyone. You need somewhere where you can make at least ten 

steps in a straight line. 

Put your first mark on the ground in front of the toe of your front foot. Make 

sure that it is clear enough to be seen easily. 

Then, you take ten steps at your normal pace. 

Put your second mark at the front of your front foot (it should be the same 

one that set the point that you marked the first time). 

Now, you must measure the entire distance which you covered with your ten 

steps. 

Divide that distance by ten. That’s the average length of your step. 

You will probably get a much more accurate figure if you do this exercise 

three times in succession. 

Your first attempt is likely to give a longer step length than you usually do 

just because you are strongly focused on making each step during the test. 

Taking the average of three sets of ten steps is likely to be significantly 

better for your calculations. 

Make sure that you use different color markers or chalk for each attempt. If 

you only have one color to use, make new start points for each test and then 

mark the start and finish of the second attempt with a series of small dashes 

and use dotted lines to mark the beginning and end of the third attempt. 

Put that distance into your pedometer by following the instructions which 

come with it. 

The accuracy of the calculations which your machine produces are dependent 

on the measurement which you entered and, of course, the accuracy of the 

device itself. 
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Your pedometer may also require that you enter other information such as 

your body weight etc. 

Each walker has to decide for themselves whether to use a pedometer or not. 

I think they can give you encouragement to meet your walking goals. For 

that reason, I recommend that you consider buying at least a basic model. 

After you have some experience of the benefits you get from walking on a 

regular basis, you can make a decision about whether investing in a more 

advanced model is worthwhile for you personally. 

You will usually find lots of opinions and some advice of varying quality at 

your local walking club or other sports related group. 

Otherwise, I suggest that you look for un-biased reviews of actual users in 

forums that cater for walkers online. 

Be careful about what advice you follow. Look for people that have verifiable 

experience as a walker or a coach that have actually used the particular 

device. 

Some researchers have stated that using a pedometer makes it easier for 

walkers to meet and maintain their goals better than just writing down their 

goals. 

I found that my pedometer helped to motivate me to doing more walking on 

days when I had completed my set distance but felt that I could easily 

accomplish a bit more. 

For me, that was worth the minimal cost and time taken to set it up. 

 

Treadmills 

If you decide that you like walking and the benefits it brings you, you might 

want to consider buying your own treadmill. 

This can be a good option if you want to be able to walk whenever you want 

to and avoid bad weather or other hazards. 

https://bestleanlife.com/cb/?hop=tonglc&hopId=362d16f6-2c40-432d-a3b9-3dc33746c29a
https://2a948j0an5lrdse1-hhu9z4n86.hop.clickbank.net/
https://definewell.com/?hop=tonglc&hopId=16f09191-ec49-4d4a-9f0e-14bf7f1a4067
https://paidonlinewritingjobs.com/funnel/job-quiz/job-quiz/?hop=tonglc&hopId=fbbdb82d-7a67-410a-ba16-79b7220bd210
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You might want to hire a treadmill for a short 

period before buying one outright to see if you 

get the amount of use you expected to and 

whether the particular model can provide the 

types of sessions you want to focus on. 

The biggest problem that many people have 

when they get a treadmill or other exercise 

machine is that they lose the early enthusiasm 

and consign it to their shed until they are ready 

to have a garage sale. 

If you can maintain your focus on the benefits 

you get from regular use of your machine, perhaps by also doing some 

regular walking sessions outside as well, you can make good progress and 

set your own pace. 

Although a motorized treadmill is usually more expensive than a manually 

operated one which depends on your own foot power, the motorized one will 

almost always deliver better and more consistent results. 

You may find that you cannot get up to the pace required for best results 

when you are using a manual treadmill. 

Many people start to tire from the effort with the manual type and tend to 

use the handrails for support which reduces the effectiveness of the whole 

session. 

Despite that, I know there are many people who are very satisfied with the 

results they get with their manual treadmills. 

I just want to be sure that you consider these points when you get to the 

stage of thinking about buying your own machine. 
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Maintaining Your Motivation 

Whether it’s walking or any other exercise activity, you will have times where 

other interests or concerns tempt you to dump your regular session just for 

one day. Or, you might decide to cut down on the distance you walk or the 

level of effort you put into that walk. 

In everyone’s life, there may be personal or business crises which will have 

to be given priority over your session. 

But, I am talking about the other times when you just feel it’s easier to avoid 

the session. We all feel like that at some time. It’s very common in the 

period after you first start walking on a regular basis. 

Unfortunately, the results you get will be much lower if you are not 

consistent with your training sessions. 

You may also increase the risk of injury if you try to make up for missed 

sessions by increasing the length or intensity of the first few sessions after a 

break. 

Here are some of the best tips I collected from friends and other walkers 

which can help you maintain or regain the spark to keep yourself on track 

and moving forward toward your goals. 

Walking Clubs and 

Friends: I think that even 

the most casual walker can 

benefit from arranging a 

regular walking session with a 

friend or work colleague. 

I’ve given this subject its 

own chapter. 

Joining a walking club can also help most walkers by introducing them to 

people with similar goals and interests. 

Pedometer: Even the simplest kind of step counting pedometer can help 

you to keep to your schedule. It also shows you that your results are 

https://www.lifeoptimizationcoaching.com/?hopId=be127062-9dab-4df1-9b19-9526686c0ef4
http://www.propertytaxconsult.com/?hop=tonglc
https://thewarriorzeroproject.com/super-soldier-serum/?hopId=47e07d54-cda9-4597-b4b1-a85cb98e0046
https://thewarriorzeroproject.com/super-soldier-serum/?hopId=8edbb99f-1b42-4316-8ea2-6b88e557e076
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improving and encourages you to do a little more after you have completed 

the distance you set yourself. 

Walking Diary: You can put the results from your pedometer into a walking 

diary where you can also record other details of your progress and any 

interesting experiences during your walks. 

You can use either a printed diary or set up one on your computer. Putting 

your information and thoughts into a computer diary is probably easier and 

quicker than using a printed diary. 

But, I have always used a printed one to this point because I like to take it 

with me when I go walking in scenic areas so that I can write down my 

impressions on the spot. 

I also like to read through some of the earlier entries when I am relaxing 

with the computer turned off! 

Walk with a Purpose 

I find enough enjoyment in the scenery and the interaction I have with 

people and animals that I see on my walking sessions. 

But, you may find that you will enjoy some of your sessions much more if 

you use them to achieve something else at the same time. 

A friend of mine has started to record the different kinds of birds which she 

sees on some of her walks. She has always had a few birds in an aviary at 

her home. She says that she is joining a local bird watching group too. 

I know many people that take part in events for runners and walkers with the 

aim of having a good time, meeting some new people and helping to raise 

money for a charity which they want to support. 

https://cosmicwealthcode.com/vsl/index_ctrl.php?hopId=59270a00-80fe-4a9f-8f7b-d98621e07f2c
https://www.herebird.com/how-to/?hopId=40e26b92-93be-4931-8396-0e26cdf75fa0
https://www.bulletproofhome.org/vsl/index.php?r=8253&hopId=8b2c801d-5474-49f6-b72b-33ed412592a3&rx=1
http://petbird.info/?hopId=09a9a955-de78-4da2-b7a4-bb95e65ffc33
https://wealth-talisman.com/?hopId=f1575b5c-450e-4514-8a54-616d927e5a7b
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Walking with Friends has many Benefits 

This is probably one of the best motivators you can have! 

I have enjoyed many solitary walks but always arrange some regular 

sessions with other walkers as part of my program. 

Setting up a schedule to walk with a friend, or even a group of them, helps to 

ensure that you actually do your walks. Making that commitment means that 

it is harder for you to give yourself a day off unless you have a really good 

reason. 

Having one or more people that share your interest and have similar goals 

with you will help you stay motivated and their support will be invaluable on 

days when you are feeling low. 

This can be even more enjoyable and motivating if you also share other 

interests which you can discuss during your sessions together. 

People You Work With 

You also might be able to find one or more people where you work that share 

your interest in walking for exercise. 

This could be very useful if you commute to work and sometimes find you 

cannot fit in your regular session before you leave home or after you get 

back in the evening. 

If you can arrange a mutually convenient lunch time, maybe once each week, 

it could be a healthy alternative to the common rushed sandwich at your 

desk. 

It will also be a great way to learn more about them, but I suggest that you 

both agree to talk about almost anything except your work. 

Find a Good Match 

You should try to team up with someone who has a similar level of physical 

ability and similar goals. If you find that the other person is used to walking 

much faster than is comfortable for you, neither of you will get the benefit 

you desire from the arrangement. 

http://www.goalsontrack.com/
https://myfreelancepaycheck.com/freepresentation/?hop=tonglc&hopId=3900e994-254a-450b-8842-78509ece8d41
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There are three types of companions where matching your abilities is not as 

important; when you walk with your partner, your children or your dog. 

Your Family 

If your spouse or partner shares your interest in walking or maybe just wants 

to encourage and support your efforts to become healthier, they can be the 

perfect person to share some of your walks with. 

The shared experience can help to 

strengthen the bond between you. 

It can also give you time and the privacy 

you need to discuss any issues without 

being overheard or interrupted. 

But, these sessions can also be a good 

opportunity to reflect on the good times 

that you have enjoyed together or plan 

some for the future. 

If you have children that are of a suitable age and also interested in walking 

with you, plan some walks which take youpho to places in your 

neighborhood where you can enjoy some fun activity together. 

When the children come along, keep the conversation light and focused on 

things which are of interest to them. 

Allow time for toilet stops or just to rest and expect sometimes to get side 

tracked. 

You may need to keep your pace below what you need to get your most 

effective workout but I guarantee that you’ll enjoy those walks more than 

almost any others and you will all remember them for years to come. 

If you have a dog, taking it on some of your walks can be good for both of 

you. 

But, it is important to start with a short distance which is comfortable for 

your pet and keep the distance well within its ability. It would be wise to ask 

your veterinarian to examine your pet before taking it on its first long walk. 

https://thedogsway.com/landing/?hopId=e2bab2cf-8946-4b3d-b52c-b3138715477a
https://yourcustomplan.com/?hopId=bdcd7723-8f9a-4158-b8c0-ce14c8ed3f3c
https://weighttraining.guide/ebook/?hopId=c9d3d1b8-6686-4433-9221-2c0006466177
https://bettalovers.com/?hopId=8d915393-a97b-49c3-94c1-f42fd0f3417f
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Rest stops will be needed. 

You need to be sure that your dog will not cause a nuisance to other people 

or animals which you meet during the session. Be sure to have your dog on a 

leash or harness. It’s usual in many areas for some types of dogs to have to 

wear muzzles in public and for their owners to be responsible for cleaning up 

any droppings. This is really just part of being a good neighbor. 

You should carry some water for the dog unless you check the route before 

walking with your dog and find some sources of water which are clean and 

safe for it to use. 

https://www.healyourdognaturally.com/?hopId=7179e3aa-b7f2-468c-98ad-e79ec58ca75a
https://www.waterfreedomsystem.com/index_cb_v2_faq_short.html?hopId=070843ad-334b-42bf-be33-a3e36081c3d4&hop=tonglc&
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Joining a Walking Club 

The prime reason that most people join a walking club is to get support and 

advice from the other members. 

Walking by yourself can be fun and should always be part of your program. 

But, walking with a partner or an enthusiastic group can be even better. 

Many clubs have a strong social focus which can make the communal walking 

more enjoyable as well. You may meet people at the club who share other 

interests that you have apart from walking. 

They are also a great source of usually unbiased advice about every aspect of 

walking, including equipment, suppliers, techniques and the most suitable 

areas to walk. 

Some clubs are able to organize special deals for their members with local or 

even national suppliers. If these offers interest you, you may well save more 

than the cost of your membership. 

The club can provide support for people that have just started walking for 

exercise because the other members have all had to learn to deal with the 

same questions and concerns when they started their own walking exercise 

programs. 

I have found that the gentle peer pressure and support from other members 

is a great help to keeping you motivated and active when you need it; and 

we all do at times. 

Some researchers say that up to 65% of exercise programs are scrapped 

within 6 months, usually because that person loses their motivation. A club 

can help you through that because the members all understand; they’ve 

probably all had the same experience. 

Many clubs arrange group walks though some have minimum distance 

requirements. 

If those don’t suit your current level or you want to walk at other times and 

places than the organized events, it’s usually very easy to find one or more 

club members who will join you in a group walk on a casual or regular basis. 

https://www.gobigcoach.com/index.php?hopId=59d369bf-ea11-4a07-9c4f-265947342cc9
https://weddingmc.org/wedding-emcee.html
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If you decide that you want to participate in organized walking events or try 

out trekking or walking races, your local club will be the best possible source 

of unbiased knowledge and advice, all based on experience. 

They usually have contacts in other clubs elsewhere so that you can easily 

find contact details of people that will welcome you to their clubs when you 

are visiting other states or countries. 

I have included some National and State Clubs in the Links section at the end 

of this book. 

https://pheeds.com/KingsQueensVIPnMJ.html?hop=tonglc&hopId=829932c2-424d-4316-a63d-b52775a0c7f7
https://goutandyou.com/the-ultimate-gout-diet-and-cookbook/?hopId=27a9979b-17b0-4601-ba45-2bcb96cd4b28
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Comparing Running and Walking 

Do you think that walking is only for people that are not fit enough to run to 

keep fit? 

Well, walking is probably a better choice for those people, whatever the 

reason for their lack of fitness. 

But, there are many people that mix running and walking in their exercise 

program and I’ve met many people that very fit but choose walking instead 

of running as their main type of exercise. 

Running probably can offer greater benefits if the person has the basic 

fitness to handle the higher physical demands which it will make on them and 

they are willing to give the effort and time required. 

Here is a brief comparison of some factors which are common to both 

running and walking. 

Calorie Expenditure 

Running a mile over the same area that you walked a mile will burn more 

calories. That’s fairly obvious but the actual rate of calorie burn varies with 

each individual and the level of effort which they are applying at a particular 

time. 

You might burn the same amount of calories by walking fast up hills as you 

would by running at your normal pace over a level surface. 

The best way to check your progress if you are using your walking sessions 

in part to lose some weight is to check your weight at regular intervals. 

If you feel you want to increase your burn rate, you might be better to have 

longer or more frequent sessions (with appropriate rest breaks so you don’t 

overheat) rather than increasing your walking speed. 

Pressure 

Running requires greater effort than most casual walkers will expend. 

http://daretoevolve.tv/club-flow-evolution/?hop=tonglc
https://www.themusclemaximizer.com/fb/
https://ketobreads.net/
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Walking and running both use the lower body more than the upper part. 

Walkers use their calves and hamstrings to propel themselves forward, 

usually at a slower rate than runners use the front of their thighs. 

Runners put more pressure on their knees because of the deeper bend of 

their leg. 

This explains why there are significant differences in the way shoes for 

walking and running are designed. 

Runners also hit the ground harder with each step. The figures for the 

relative impact varies with each study that I’ve read but most seem to put 

the force which the runner’s foot deals with somewhere between twice to 

four times the impact on a walker’s foot when it contacts the ground. 

https://www.unlockmyglutes.com/?hop=tonglc&hopId=2e40d871-d3fd-4439-ac9f-276d655802d4
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Please Note: The publisher, author or distributors of this ebook have no 

commercial connection to the listed sites and are not responsible in any way 

for any consequences of any use of this information. 

The operation, value and safety of any web site may change at any time. 

You use this information entirely at your own risk. 

These web sites, links and other resources were visited during preparation of 

the book (March 2010) and included solely because of their likely appeal to 

walkers of all kinds. The text was either copied or adapted from the web sites 

for the convenience of our readers. 

Useful Links and Resources 
 

 

 

Tools to Keep You Healthy http://exercise.lbl.gov/index.html 

This U.S.A. 

Government site 

“provides free online 

tools to encourage you 

to keep walking, 

running or cycling. It 

includes an exercise 

log to help you track 

your mileage. You can 

choose anonymous walking and running partners with your same goals and 

track their progress along with your own. (If you know your friends ID 

number you can follow them too). We can send you Emails when you don't 

meet your weekly running goal and when one of your running partners 

passes you.” 

INTERNATIONAL 

IML Walking Association http://www.imlwalking.org/ 

“The IML Walking Association is a non-political, non-profit organisation 

whose purpose is to promote walking as a worthwhile and healthy recreation 

https://kevinone.com/products/?hopId=e3434c47-73f0-4a6c-bb07-74b1d079a71b
http://exercise.lbl.gov/index.html
http://www.imlwalking.org/
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and to foster international understanding and goodwill by encouraging 

participation at 

walking events in 

other countries 

through a program of 

incentive awards. 

This is accomplished by promoting international multi-day non-competitive 

walking events in each of the member countries. 

Walk21 http://www.walk21.com/ 

“Walk21 exists to 

champion the 

development of healthy 

sustainable and 

efficient communities 

where people choose to 

walk. 

Through the Walk21 

Conference series and the International Charter, Walk21 have a vision to create 

a world where people choose and are able to walk as a way to travel, to be 

healthy and to relax.” 

U.S.A. 

American Volkssport Association http://www.ava.org/ 

“Founded in 1976, the AVA is an educational non-profit 501 (c)(3) 

corporation, dedicated to promoting non-competitive physical fitness, 

friendship and fun through volkssporting events.” 

“The average volkssporter is a ‘baby boomer’, in his or her mid-fifties, and 

usually an ‘empty-nester’ either 

approaching or beginning retirement. 

It is not uncommon to find two or three 

generations at AVA events. Adults with 

http://www.walk21.com/
http://www.walk21.com/conferences/default.asp
http://www.walk21.com/conferences/default.asp
http://www.walk21.com/charter/default.asp
https://gettheyavue.com/cb/eclp?hopId=fc21f1fb-847c-4956-9f57-884be8b95079
https://7ff48lt9t5mwao2bqgxyupdo8n.hop.clickbank.net/
http://www.ava.org/
https://www.100fitnesshealthebooks.com/?hopId=e0ef83a8-d031-4880-a6e9-7677aaa2930c
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I would be careful to get more information about anyone posting there before 

supplying any personal details, because there is no easy way to confirm that 

the person posting information about a photowalk is who they say they are. 

children participate as a family while young adults enjoy more extreme hikes 

and longer distances.” 

Walk A Block Club America http://www.walkablock.com/ 

“Our Vision: Develop 

hundreds of local 

walking clubs across 

America walking their 

own neighborhoods 

and communities. 

Our Goal: "America Walking Together as friends" and finding walking 

partners for members. 

Our Commitment: To provide a club which will help average people live 

above average lives, by encouraging Americans to walk & talk together as 

friends.” 

Walk Across America for the Disabled American Vet 

http://www.vetwalking.org/ http://vetwalking.wordpress.com/ 

“Join us or follow our walk from Jacksonville Florida to San Diego California 

Veterans Day 2009 to Memorial day 2010” 

Here is some background to this event: http://www.marine-corps- 

news.com/2009/12/marine_walks_across_country_fo.htm 

Photowalking.org http://www.photowalking.org/photowalking/ 

Photowalking is an organized group walk through an area primarily for taking 

photos. It has been popular for many years but apparently got its title, 

photowalking, this century. This site is a blog (web diary) where anyone can 

post their interest in photowalking in any area. It is focused on U.S.A. but I 

noticed a Puerto Rico photowalk being organized through it. 
 

http://www.walkablock.com/
https://visionbreakthrough.com/?hop=tonglc&hopId=2fca3bc9-9e30-46dd-b106-5c4e18ccf72a
http://www.vetwalking.org/
http://vetwalking.wordpress.com/
http://www.marine-corps-news.com/2009/12/marine_walks_across_country_fo.htm
http://www.marine-corps-news.com/2009/12/marine_walks_across_country_fo.htm
http://www.photowalking.org/photowalking/
https://trickphotographybook.com/?hopId=9441b838-db0c-4aa1-9829-0b508269885a
https://vipercache.com/cbf/
https://df3faiqgkhdn2s3lp6ncybwpy4.hop.clickbank.net/
https://www.themematcher.com/
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BRITAIN 

British Walking Federation http://www.bwf-ivv.org.uk/ 

“The British Walking 

Federation's member 

clubs organise events 

designed for people of all 

ages and abilities. 

You don't have to be a member of a club to take part, all you need to do is 

come to an event and register and take the opportunity to have fun, make 

friends. 

Participants walk at their own pace enabling them to improve their personal 

fitness through regular, non-competitive exercise.” 

http://www.getwalking.org/ http://www.getwalking.org/ 

“Walking is an excellent natural exercise that can help you stay healthy and 

live longer; control 

your weight; keep 

happy; enjoy time 

with friends and 

family; learn more about your local area and even look after the 

environment. 

Start today! Apply for a free Get Walking pack containing your 12-week 

walking plan, logbook, information, advice AND a step counter. You’ll also 

receive newsletters three times a year. 

Join one of our programmes of led walks in Birmingham, East London, South 

London, Manchester or Sheffield” 

http://www.bwf-ivv.org.uk/
https://www.unlockmyglutes.com/?hop=tonglc&hopId=ab2c2804-14b6-47b2-9d4c-873f20bbcf54
http://www.getwalking.org/
http://www.getwalking.org/
https://thecarbofix.com/index.php
https://blackoutprotect.com/?hopId=ae123a07-9e34-48d2-8b3b-bffddc91cf39
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JAPAN 

Japanese Volkssport Association 
 

http://www.walking.or.jp/ (Japanese site) 

http://www.walking.or.jp/ENGLISH/index.htm (English version) 

shows Clubs and events. 

AUSTRALIA 

Bushwalking Australia Inc (BAI) 

http://www.bushwalkingaustralia.org This is 

the National body representing the interests of 

bushwalkers and other recreational walkers. 

Bushwalking (also known as hiking, rambling, 

tramping or simply walking) is enjoyed by those who love the outdoors, and 

appreciate Australia's unique landscape at close quarters. 

Heart Foundation Walking 

http://www.heartfoundation.org.au/sites/walking/Pages/default.aspx 

“Heart Foundation 

Walking is Australia’s 

largest network of free 

community-based 

walking groups, led by 

volunteer Walk 

Organisers. Heart Foundation Walking makes being active easy, even for 

those not used to being active. 

http://walking.about.com/gi/o.htm?zi=1/XJ/Ya&zTi=1&sdn=walking&cdn=health&tm=910&f=00&tt=14&bt=0&bts=1&zu=http%3A//www.walking.or.jp/
http://www.walking.or.jp/
http://www.walking.or.jp/ENGLISH/index.htm
http://www.bushwalkingaustralia.org/
https://revive-daily.net/welcome?hop=tonglc
https://www.love-spell.com/vsl.html?hopId=d747811b-6f62-4eeb-ae43-c26c51d7a524
http://www.heartfoundation.org.au/sites/walking/Pages/default.aspx
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Joining or starting a Heart Foundation Walking group in your area or 

workplace is a great way to get active and meet people. Every walking group 

is different. Everyone is encouraged to walk at their own pace.” 

Walking For Pleasure (Canberra A.C.T.) http://www.actwfp.org.au/ 

“Exercise in a social atmosphere and enjoy Canberra's network of open 

spaces, parks, lakes and forests. 

There are similar groups in other parts of Australia but I could not find direct 

web links to them. 

NEW ZEALAND 

Walkingnewzealand (magazine) 

http://www.walkingnewzealand.co.nz/ 

Promotes walking in New Zealand. 

Walk Auckland: (www.walkauckland.org 

This group “promotes and advocates for walking as a healthy, environmental- 

friendly and universal means of transport and recreation.” 

 

https://wakeup-lean.com/
http://www.actwfp.org.au/
https://www.free-web-submission.co.uk/?hopId=499dbfbd-8b0a-45e8-a173-a271f5eb451a
http://www.walkingnewzealand.co.nz/
http://www.walkauckland.org/
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